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Heinz Palme, EURO co-ordinator: „Ohne Frauen funktioniert 
das nicht.  Sie machen das Tüpfelchen auf dem i aus und 
sind kreativ, wenn es um leidenschaftliche Entwicklung 
geht…. Der Steirer glaubt, dass Frauen initiativ und 
ideenreich sind, etwa beim Veranstalten der 
Fußballgartenfeste. „
„Without women it will not work. They are the icing on the 
cake, they are creative concerning fervid development… 
The Styrian beliefs  that women are initiative and full of ideas, 
for example when organizing a garden party.“
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� New Year‘s Concert
� „Austrian Kickoff“  by Georg Riha 
� 25 minutes Austria promotion, shown in 
the break of the Austrian New Years
Concert, containing 24 scenes

� Intention of the film:
› „Football, musical enjoyment and Austrias 
landscape…“
› „The football connects sportative passion
and scenes from the Austrian landscape…“

� Men are seen as : 

› customs officers,

› company technican (2),

› chief,

› members of a brass band (4),

› old handworking men,

› singer (Cavatossi)

› conductors (2)

› scientists (7)

› alpinists (3)

› Young men (2)

› father

› grandfather

› Jederman, Death & Devil plus 6 boys plus folk

› ski jumper

› trainer

› manager s(3 senior, 2 junior)

› monks (3)

› men controlling tickets (2)

› technicans (3)

men harvesting wine (2)

› oldmen watching the pinguines

› musicians (12)

› boys (7)

› clerk

› audience

� Women are seen as: 
› old ladies knitting,
› cleaning ladies

› singer (Tosca)
› scientist (1)

› mother (2)
› grandmother

› Belief and Good Works plus 1 angel plus folk

› women harvesting wine (2)
› Painter

› musicians(3)
› girls (7)
› clerk
› audience

No. of men: 111 No. of women: 48
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� 3:40 Two cleaning women playing
football…

� 6:24 children…

� 17:19 business men…
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� Brochure „European Football 
Championship in Vienna“ 
› 3 A4 pages showing only women!

› wien.pdf

� Promotes on its homepage a special
folder for girls ‚Ballkönigin‘ where girls
between 10 to 15 are encouraged to
play soccer and learn from professionals

� salzburg.pdf
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http://www.innsbruck-tirol08.at/index.php?sys_ppi=96&

http://www.tirol08.at/xxl/_lang/de/_area
/presse/_subArea/762928/_subArea2/940
984/_galCat/941129/index.html

� http://www.klagenfurt.at/euro08/english
/startseite.htm

� Again a nice friendly girls with the
mascot „Lindi“; the lindworm now acting
as a goal keeper
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� Seen by 3.2 million people
� The football ballet „Am Ball“ by Moritz Eggert 
› 32 girls and boys (nearly only girls) brought a footbal
field

› Two gender homogeneous teams of 10!? players
each plus one male referee start to play against
each other.

› The female team manages to repel a goal.
› One male player becomes fouled and consequently
the female gets the yellow card.

› The following penalty kick by the male team results in 
a goal for the male team.

› The male and female team dance with the ball.
› Fraternization of both teams by means of a valse.

� After 11 minutes of a quite perfect gender-
fair football ballet…
› The female team gets a male!? substitute.
› He mananges the equalizing goal for the female
team…
› He fouls the players of the male team…
› He organizes his girls, so the are able to make
another goal…

� The female team wins but only because of
the male substitute!
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� Austrian Federal Chancellery for women
› A football tourney only for girls
› A football short story contest
› A discussion round with female referees
› A female football-cabaret

� Ministry of Education
› The EUROSCHOOL cup including a girls‘ team
playing against ab boys‘ team
› A girl football contest
› Material for teachers concerning gender issues
in football

� Effort is undertaken by official football
promotion to bring women in (female
football, female fans, hardly any sexistic
promotion)

�� But But supporting football promotion
stresses gender stereotypes!

�� Challenge Challenge toto footballfootball:: RedRed cardcard forfor
‚stereotyping‘ ‚stereotyping‘ promotionpromotion! ! 
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� Strong link between football and the 
notion ‚male‘ in scientific literature

� Football as men‘s reservation
� Celebration of an archaic type of
masculinity

� Football stars as ‚heros‘ and idols
� Strong connection to male media
stereotypes 

� Does that imply aggression and violence?

� Similarity between male stereotypes and
sportsman‘s virtues in general

� In a school‘s special edition of ‚SportWoche‘ 
(12-14yr) football players are described as
ambitious, single-minded, athletic and
successful

� ÖFB journal: ‚unconditional fighting‘, ‚lack of
brutality‘

� Football stars as prototypes of winners
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http://www.dwk4.de/Download/dwk4_
plakat.pdf

Here you are at last. I already thought you 
would chicken out. That‘s Wilde Kerle-land, 
you know... The world‘s best football team 
rules here. At least that‘s what we thought. But 
then they attacked. Like a storm they swept 
from the Graffity castles and through the dark 
forest and invaded our country. Our country. 

[... secret weapons ...]

Fat Mickey only had one aim: to conquer the 
centre of our world. (the pitch)
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„Die Wilden Kerle“ by
Joachim Masannek

Aims: 

1. Conquer back our stadium – the wildest in universe – from 
our opponents and defeat it for ever and ever

2. Defeat our tree house and head quarter
3. Honor and glory
4. Play for the fans of the German national team the wildest 
match ever until our boys play

http://www.wildefussballkerle.de/index
.php?id=400

„Die Wilden Kerle“ by 
Joachim  Masannek

http://www.wildefussballkerle.de/index.php?id=396

Treaty: 

1. Be wild
2. Everything is good as long as you are wild!
3. Never give up!
4. All for one and one for all!
5. Whoever leaves the „Wilde Kerle“ is a traitor!

Rap text from film: Cold blood losing is no concept for 
me, out of my way if you disagree!
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� Verbal aggression: cussing, threatening (Shoot 
you to hell, then to the moon)

� Coolness by macho-like verbal showing off
� Physical fights, including knock-outs
� Dominance instead of sharing: fight for place, 

will belong to the stronger
� Combattants as outgroups
� No questioning or doubting unfair challenges
� Humiliation of enemy (not always)
� Physical virtues: fat enemies, clumsy spectacle

wearer
� Destruction

WK relaxing, „unvincible winner“ (UW) holds 
umbrella

...and also fat Mickey and his „unvincible 
winners“ became nice all of a sudden, I 
don‘t know why. No, really. We hardly had 
to force them.

UW, dressed as a waiter, serves drinks to WK.

4 WK pin 1 UW (mouth painted as a clown‘s) 
down, fifth WK breaks studs out of the US 
football shoe. UW hollers „no, no, no, no, 
not the other one“, WK laugh.
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Cut to trainer. He smiles and nods.

But for some reasons they wanted to fulfill 
all our desires. 

Cut back to serving. Other UW serves as 

donkey dragging a carriage and 

snapping for some sweet hanging on a 

fishing rod.
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Yes, life was sweet. And not to let it 
become too sweet, we already planned 
unhurriedly our next adventure. 

Cut to serving UW. Song from the off: „Be 

wild. Dangerous and wild.“ Three girls 

cheerleading for WK. „All is well as long 

as you are wild.“

Challenge to football:Challenge to football: Red card for ‚wild 
guy promotion‘!


